2305, Table 97.1: Replace “á-lű?” with “á-lű?” in far right entry of fifth line.

2305, 6 lines below Table 97.1: Change “pre-fixes” to “prefixes”.

2307, 2nd paragraph: Can the sentence “In the second tonal dialect, voiceless aspirated stops correspond to voiced stops in the eastern dialect, so the tone difference remains redundant in syllables beginning with stops.” be changed to “In the second tonal dialect, the voiced stops of the eastern dialect have merged instead with voiceless aspirated stops and thereby also transferred the contrast to tone.”? I realize that it may be too late to make such a change, but I only just realized the error in my analysis.

2307, 2nd paragraph, 8th line: If possible, put parentheses around ““a”” to match what’s done in the preceding line.

2311, Table 97.3, heading 2nd column: Change “CVP” to “CV?”.

2311, Table 97.3, 2nd column, 2nd row: Change “bak” to “*bak”.

2311, 2nd paragraph, 6th line: Change “ending in originally in” to “originally ending in”.

2312, (1d): Change “VP” to “V?”.

2312, 2nd paragraph, next-to-last line: Delete “the” in “referred to as the”.

2315, Table 97.4: If possible, please add “Chao’s 1-5 low-high pitch scale is used to represent tones here.” to the caption.

2315, Tables 97.4 and 97.5, heading: Introduce spaces between segments listed. It’s now:

“b m v ≠ p^h^h m f (p) ≠ ?b ?m (p)” ,

but it should be:

“b m v ≠ p^h m f (p) ≠ ?b ?m (p)” .

Alternatively, insert commas to make separation explicit:

“b, m, v ≠ p^h, h, m, f, (p) ≠ ?b, ?m, (p)” .

2315, Table 97.4(b): Insert space between “Nakhorn” and “Sithammarat”.
Corrections to proofs

2315, Table 97.5, caption: Insert space between “chai.” and “Slashes”.

2315, Table 97.5a, in “Low” line, insert space between “m,” and “?b”.

2315, Table 97.5b, in “Low” line, insert space between “mpʰ,” and “s” and between “zʰ,” and “fʰm”.

2317, first line: Change “its” at the end of the line to “their”.

2317, 1st paragraph, next-to-last line: Change “redundant in its value” to “redundant on its value”.

2317, second paragraph, second line: Insert “both” before “Voiced-Low and”.

2318, 1st paragraph, 4th line: Change “must developed” to “must have developed”.

2318, last paragraph, 3rd line: Delete “within a word” after “followed by /i/ or /u/”.

2319, Table 97.7, 1st line: Delete “u” from “nsú?i”.

2319, 1st paragraph: The tone marks are above the wrong segments in some of the examples:
áví should be áví
áťśí should be áťśí
áŕí should be áŕí

2320, third paragraph, 7th line: insert “in” before “the alignment”.

2321, first paragraph, last line: Remove period from “*/wur,óóo/*”.

2321, 3rd paragraph, 3rd-4th lines: Move “is synchronically marked” after “(Lahiri, et al. 2005)”.

2323, Table 97.8, caption: Add “the” before “development” and insert a space between “Franconian” and “tonogenesis”.

2324, 2nd paragraph, 4th line: Add comma between “Limburgian” and “and”.

2327, 2nd paragraph, 10th line: Change “language in preserving” to “languages in preserving”.

References: The placement of page numbers for chapters in edited volumes is quite inconsistent. Sometimes they’re placed at the end of the citation and sometimes between the title of the volume and its place of publication. I think the latter is where they’re supposed to be, so I’ve noted the citations where they’re at the end instead.

2328, Bruce, Gösta. 1999, pages at end.

2328, Donahue, Mark. 2005, pages at end.

2328, Erickson, Donna citation: Reverse “Niimi” and “Seiji”.

2329, Gregerson, Kenneth, J. 1976, pages at end.
Corrections to proofs

2329, Gussenhoven, Carlos. 2000b, pages at end.

2329, Gussenhoven, Carlos & Gösta Bruce. 1999, pages at end.

2329, Hermans, Ben. 1999, pages at end.

2329, Hombert, Jean-Marie. 1978, pages at end.

2329, Huffman, Franklin. 1976, pages at end.


2330: Shouldn’t the Kingston and Solnit reference come after the Kingston, Diehl, Kirk, and Catleman reference? Unless you’re alphabetizing by the first name of the second author?! That isn’t done elsewhere.

2330, Krauss, Michael, 2005, pages at end.


2330, Leer, Jeff. 1999, pages at end.

2331, Matisoff, James A. 1973, pages at end.

2331, Mazaudon, Martine. Forthcoming: Change “chang” to “change”.

2331, Ohala, John J. 1973, pages at end.

2332, Riad, Tomas. 2000, pages at end.

2332, Ross, Malcolm D. 2005: Insert space between “In” and “Shigeki”. Also pages at end.

2332, Sagart, Laurent. 1999, pages at end.

2332, Schuh, Russell. 1978, pages at end.

2332, Suwilai, Premsrirat. 2003, pages at end.